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Abstract: Small DC networks to communicate effectively with a variety of output sources such as photovoltaic systems and 

wind energy storage systems,. If in addition the system DC power is fed over the need to transform and rectify AC network 

resources compared with a small decrease. Use most of the renewable energy the different factors fine network operates 

independently suggestions have been. When the system is network -independent, and the exploitation of natural and production 

of active power by a converter AC balance will be funded constant DC voltage is guaranteed Successful performance of the 

system in different positions by a coordinated strategy on energy storage systems and photovoltaic systems and wind energy 

will be discussed And about time management including load and battery state is considering proposals have been Differences 

by network performance monitoring method is specified MATLAB / SIMULINK, simulation proved strong on performance 

and determining the status of various systems and control function is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

Renewable energy conversion systems, low voltage AC 

distribution systems as generators or micro-grid AC 

distribution with respect to environmental issues is 

considered more. When the system is network – independent, 

and the exploitation of natural and production of active 

power by a converter AC balance will be funded constant DC 

voltage is guaranteed. Cost and system that can eliminate the 

DC-AC or AC-DC power conversion stages required in AC 

micro-grids for the integration of mentioned renewable 

energy sources and loads. This paper presents a new 

synchronous-reference-frame (SRF)-based control method to 

compensate power-quality (PQ) problems through a three - 

phase four- wire unified PQ conditioner (UPQC) under 

unbalanced and distorted load conditions. The proposed 

UPQC system can improve the power quality at the point of 

common coupling on power distribution systems under 

unbalanced and distorted load conditions. The simulation 

results based on MATLAB/SIMULINK are discussed in 

detail to support the SRF-based control method presented in 

this paper. The Proposed approach is also validated through 

experimental study with the UPQC hardware prototype [1]. 

This paper presents the modeling and simulation of a high-

speed single-shift micro turbine generation system this unit 

has four parts: a compressor-turbine, a permanent magnet 

generator, a three phase's bridge rectifier and inverter. The 

model is built from the dynamics of each part with their 

interconnections, and two different control strategies suitable 

respectively for isolated and grid connected operation were 

developed. Finally simulation studies have been carried out 

under a stepped load. The model is developed in the 

MATLAB/Simulink (Matlab2007a) and implemented in 

power system toolboxes. This model is a useful tool for 

studying the various operational aspects of micro turbines 

[2]. This paper presents an advanced control strategy for the 

rotor and grid side converters of the doubly fed induction 

generator (DFIG) based wind turbine (WT) to enhance the 

low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability according to the 

grid connection requirement. Within the new control strategy, 

the rotor side controller can convert the imbalanced power 

into the kinetic energy of the WT by increasing its rotor 
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speed, when a low voltage due to a grid fault occurs at, e.g., 

the point of common coupling (PCC). The proposed grid side 

control scheme introduces a compensation term reflecting the 

instantaneous DC-link current of the rotor side converter in 

order to smooth the DC-link voltage fluctuations during the 

grid fault. A major difference from other methods is that the 

proposed control strategy can absorb the additional kinetic 

energy during the fault conditions, and significantly reduce 

the oscillations in the stator and rotor currents and the DC 

bus voltage. The effectiveness of the proposed control 

strategy has been demonstrated through various simulation 

cases. Compared with conventional crowbar protection, the 

proposed control method can not only improve the LVRT 

capability of the DFIG WT, but also help maintaining 

continuous active and reactive power control of the DFIG 

during the grid faults [3]. 

This paper two alternative modes of operation for the 

current-source fly back inverter are investigated in this paper. 

The discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), where a 

constant switching frequency (CSF) control method is 

applied, and the boundary between continuous and DCM 

(BCM) that is introduced for photovoltaic (PV) applications 

in this paper (where a variable switching frequency control 

method is applied). These two control methods are 

analytically studied and compared in order to establish their 

advantages as well as their suitability for the development of 

an inverter for decentralized grid-connected PV applications. 

An optimum design methodology is developed, aiming for an 

inverter with the smallest possible volume for the maximum 

power transfer to the public grid and wide PV energy 

exploitation. The main advantages of the current-source fly 

back inverter are very high-power density and high efficiency 

due to its simple structure, as well as high-power factor 

regulation. The design and control methodology are validated 

by personal computer simulation program with integrated 

circuit emphasis (PSPICE) simulation and experimental 

results, accomplished on a laboratory prototype [4]. 

This paper introduces a new control strategy for battery 

energy storage systems used in wind generation. It is 

specifically targeted to large wind installations, specifically 

offshore wind applications. This control strategy maximizes 

the life of the battery and increases the efficiency of the 

energy storage system while still balancing the power 

fluctuations of a large wind turbine system. The depth of 

discharge and remaining battery life are the key parameters 

considered in this approach. The proposed control scheme is 

applied to the battery package such that each battery cell is 

controlled individually. Individual cell depth of discharge is 

controlled and cell life is calculated periodically so that all 

cells within the package reach the end of life at the same. 

Total storage capacity and individual battery cell size are 

calculated based on the characteristics of the wind turbine. To 

verify the presented method, a case is studied in PSCAD and 

corresponding results are provided [5]. 

This paper the amount of non-scheduled small scale 

distributed generation (DG) units are increasing, lack of fault 

ride through (FRT) capability of these generators may have 

an adverse effect on the overall power system. This study 

focuses on the basics of transient overvoltage issue arising 

under faulty condition with integration of power-electronic 

(PE) interface based DG units in a system. Reasons behind 

this overvoltage issue and its impact on DG integration with 

present grid standard have been investigated. A methodology 

has been utilized to overcome this overvoltage issue in a 

system, which has conventional generator as well as wide 

penetration of full-converter based solar and wind generation. 

An IEEE industrial test system with varieties of motor loads 

has been used to carry out the analysis and to verify the 

methodology [6]. 

This paper presents a new control method based on 

synchronous reference frame (SRF) to offset the problems of 

power quality (PQ) through a mechanism of PQ (UPFC) 

integrated 4-wire, 3phase conditions Reload uneven and 

irregular deals The proposed system is capable of UPFC 

power quality at the point of coupling Subscribe to the 

distribution system can be improved in terms of load 

imbalance and irregular Details of the results of the 

simulations performed in MATAB / Simulink to verify SRF 

based control method is presented in this paper have been 

discussed he proposed approach through in vitro study with 

the prototype hardware is UPQC for validation [7]. 

This paper proposes a Z-source inverter system for a split-

phase grid-connected photovoltaic system. The operation 

principle, control method and characteristics of the system 

are presented a comparison between the new and traditional 

system configurations is performed. Simulation and 

experimental results are also shown to verify the proposed 

circuit and analysis [8]. 

This paper presents a half-bridge single-phase two-wire 

(1phi2W) photovoltaic (PV) inverter system that can perform 

both active power filtering and real power injection. In the 

proposed system, it needs only two active switches, reducing 

cost significantly. In addition, output current of the inverter 

can be controlled to prevent switches from exceeding their 

current ratings. Thus, power rating of the inverter can be 

effectively used and power quality can be improved. For 

controlling inverter output current, an amplitude-clamping 

algorithm and an amplitude-scaling algorithm are proposed, 

which can determine inverter current command without 

needs of complicated calculation. Simulations and 

experimental results have verified the feasibility of the 

proposed PV inverter system and the two current control 

algorithms [9]. 

2. DC Micro-Grid Structure and Circuit 

Configuration 

The investigated DC micro-grid layout is shown in Fig. 1. 

The system consists of a PV source connected through a 

DC/DC boost converter and a wind power and a battery 

energy storage, which is connected through a bi-directional 

buck-boost DC/DC converter. The BESS is utilized to 

balance the power difference between the PV power supply 
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and load demand in islanding mode. A bi-directional DC/AC 

converter called GS-VSC is also used to connect the DC bus 

and AC main grid, which enables bi-directional power flow. 

PV and BESS are at different location in the system therefore 

a decentralized control strategy based on MDBS is 

considered for the coordination of PV and BESS and wind 

power in the system. The primary source of power generation 

for the DC micro-grid is the PV system, which is controlled 

to operate at MPPT. The battery meets the sensitive load 

demand to maintain a continuous supply of power in case of 

fluctuations in the main grid or during islanding operation. 

 

Figure 1. The layout of the studied DC micro-grid for the integration of PV and wind power and BESS. 

3. Squirrel Cage Induction Generator 

with Full Power Converter 

The system which it is treated can be seen in Fig. 2. The 

SCIG is attached to the wind turbine by means of a gear box. 

The SCIG stator windings are connected to a full power 

converter (back to back). 

 

Figure 2. General System Scheme. 

The wind turbine is the responsible for transforming wind 

power into kinetic energy. Use full power can be determined 

using the following equation: 

����� � �� . 
�. �. . ���                                   (1) 

Linkage fluxes can be written as: 

�������������� � �	
��	0	�	0	0	��	0	�	�	0	��	0	0	�	0	�� � �

�������������	                      (2) 

The torque can be expressed as: 

� � ���.�!�"#�$� % �"��$#&                    (3) 

The active and reactive power yields: 

�� � �� !�"#�"# ' �"��"�&                         (4) 

(� � �� !�"#�"� % �"��"#&                          (5) 

4. System Modeling and Control 

4.1. Modeling of PV System 

4.1.1. PV Array Modeling 

Since the PV characteristics can significantly influence the 

design and operation of power converter and the control 

system, a brief review of PV array modeling is presented in 

this section. Different equivalent circuits of a PV cell have 

been proposed in the literature. The single-diode circuit is the 

most commonly used model Fig. 6 shows the single-diode 

equivalent circuit of a PV cell. The circuit is composed of a 

current source, a diode in parallel with the current source, the 

series resistance, and the parallel resistance [10]. 
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Figure 3. Single-diode equivalent circuit of a real PV module. 

The current source 	)-	  modeling the photon-generated 

electron - whole pairs under the influence of the built-in field 

and is a function of the pen junction temperature (T) and 

Solar radiation. Norton equivalent circuit is exploited to 

model a PV array including E*  parallel and Ns series 

connected PV cells. The circuit consists of the equivalent 

current source ()F$$FG) and the equivalent resistance (HF$$FG) 

defined as: 

)I��IJ � E�) 1*19012                                      (8) 

HI��IJ � KLK* !H* ' HL&                               (9) 

4.1.2. PV System AND Its Control Algorithm 

A boost DC/DC converter is exploited to connect the PV 

array to the micro-grid. The circuit diagram of the PV system 

is shown in Fig. 5. MPPT algorithm has two basic 

assumptions 1. IV characteristic should have identical 

modules PV 2. Temperature and sun exposure is the same for 

both modules. For small size PV modules which are 

considered in this study, these assumptions are accepted at 

the maximum power point of the module PV. Module 

increasing resistance equals with its DC resistance. Therefore 

at each working point through monitoring it will be 

determined whether current power point is located at the 

right or the left of the MPP. in The parallel operation of two 

modules the slope of the curve can easily be calculated from 

the difference between the voltage and current modules. Fig. 

8. Shows Flowchart of MPPT algorithm to track the 

maximum. 

Power point. MPPT algorithm can be easily implemented 

and there are no need to memory and measuring devices, so 

the need for comparing the current and previous points will 

be eliminated. Furthermore in this method no oscillation of 

working point is observable at any time. Since the 

controller with through monitoring tracks the maximum 

power point. 

 

Figure 4. Boost converter for the PV system. 

 

Figure 5. Control strategy of maximum power point. 

4.1.3. Small Signal Modeling of PV System 

Due to nonlinear characteristic of PV array, a linear PV 

model is necessary for the small signal analysis and 

controller design. The I -V curve of a typical photovoltaic 

output is shown in Fig. 6. The derivative of the nonlinear 

model of PV at a given (V, I) point can be: 

M!,, )& � O��PQP�P R	!+,3&	 � ST0�/19�01V/1901VST               (10) 

W � )W X#Y7!:;<2=&?2@ABZ"[\F ]                                  (11) 

The PV model can be rewritten as: 
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��P!^& � M!,, )&�_�!^&                              (12) 

Linearizing Equation (20) using Perturbation and 

Linearization method leads to the following linearized model 

of PV. ��P ' �′�P � M!,, )&!,_� ' ,′_�&           (19) 

�′	9: � ,�PY# % H�PY#�′_�                        (20) 

,�PY# � %,_� ' 3�P-                           (21) 

H�PY# � % �-                                     (22)

 

Figure 6. Linear approximation of photovoltaic output characteristics. 

��a�b � % 1cd �� ' e�f�d g �h ' �d �_�                   (13) 

�Pi�b � e�f�j g �� % �j �h                              (14) 

�_� � Hk
 �Pi�b ' �k                        (15) 

�Pl�b � e�f�j g �� % �j �h                      (16) 

The boost converter is intended to control the PV voltage 

in order to track the MPP and to regulate the DC voltage in 

the voltage control mode. A small signal model of the PV 

system with peak current-mode along with input voltage 

controlled boost converter can now be constructed by 

perturbation and linearization of Equations (24)- (28) as 

follows: 

Pm�P�md � % 19:n7!�01ij"&�0e19:n701igj"                         (17) 

��m�m � ,h �0e19:n701igj"
"�0!	<9:n7<op;<ce<9:n7;<og;c!cpe<9:n7;<og& 	L0 !<9:n7;<c&!	cpe	<9:n7;<og&

        (18) 

4.2. Modeling of BESS 

4.2.1. Battery Modeling 

Due to the nonlinear characteristic of battery, its proper 

representation in the controller becomes another challenge. 

Different models for battery behavior simulation with 

different degrees of complexity and simulation behavior are 

available. The simplest and commonly used model of a 

battery contains an ideal voltage source in series with a 

constant internal resistance. The equivalent circuit model is 

depicted in Fig. 10 and can be described by the following 

equations, Vrstt � Eg % irsttRrstt                 (23) 

Ey � EyW % k {{f| }~����t' Aexp!B. | irsttdt	             (24) 
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The voltage source Eg represents the voltage at open 

circuit between the battery terminals and depends directly on 

the stored energy. The state of charge of the battery can also 

be described by the following equations, 

 

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit for the battery. 

 

Figure 8. Bi-directional buck-boost battery converter. 

SoC!ti& � �{!t}&| η�!t&Irstt!t&dtt}�                   (25) 

(!^�& � j�����B�i�	o�n��0SiF�! R=�B��!�&R=�����B�&�oB9 81 ' �kΔ�!^&�kΔ��!^&>  (26) 

)�l���Fa � j�����B�� 	                        (27) 

4.2.2. Control Algorithm for BESS 

One of the most flexible methods for the superior 

performance of BESS in DC grid is to connect the battery by 

a proper DC/DC converter. A bi-directional Buck-Boost 

DC/DC converter shown in Fig. 11 is used in the current 

study. Under different micro-grid conditions, the BESS 

operates at charging, discharging or floating modes and the 

modes are managed according to the DC bus voltage 

condition at the point of BESS coupling. Consequently, the 

BESS is required to provide necessary DC voltage control 

under different operating modes of the micro-grid regarding 

the relatively large time constant of the battery, it can be 

modeled as a constant voltage source in small signal analysis. 

The average state-space model of the battery converter could 

be defined by the following equations. Regarding the 

relatively large time constant of the battery, it can be modeled 

as a constant voltage source in small signal analysis. The 

average state-space model of the battery converter could be 

defined by the following equations. 

���B���b � e�f�d g �h ' 1ad ��Fbb ' �d ,�Fbb              (28) 

�Pp��b � !�f�jl &��Fbb % �jl �l�l � Hl
l �Pl�b ' �jl         (29) 

The control-to-output transfer function of the converter 

can be expressed by 

P�̂� � +l!�f�&djl !�0j�1�LL 0p�!<c;8¡¢£ ><�&cp� L0!¡¢£& cp�
	               (30) 

4.3. Grid Side VSC Control Method 

As discussed earlier, the function of GS-VSC is to regulate 

the DC-link voltage during grid connected mode. A two level 

VSC is used to link DC and AC grids. Peak current-mode 

control approach [2] is exploited for real/reactive power 

control at AC side. Thus, the amplitude and the phase angle 

of the VSC terminal voltage are controlled in a d q rotating 

reference frame. The DC-link voltage control is 

accomplished through the control of the real power 

component. DC voltage dynamics can be formulated based 

on the principle of power balance, as: 

��b ! 
�� . ,¤
�& � ��i % �Fi                  (30) 

��i � ,�j . �-$���j                                   (31) 

Table 1. Rating of the DC micro-grid elements. 

DC micro- grid Nominal voltage 400 V 

Transformer Nominal voltage 600/240 V 

Total DC load constant power 11KW 

Wind turbine Rate power 50KVA 

 Rate Voltage 480V 

 Frequency 50Hz 

 Stator resistance 0.00706 PU 

 Stator reactance 0.171 PU 

 Rotor resistance 0.005 PU 

 Rotor reactance 0.156 PU 

 Pole 6 

PV system Rate power 15KW 

 Rate Voltage 500V 

 Short circuit current 25.44A 

 Short circuit voltage 66V 

 The temperature 0 % 1400l 

 The number of panels 24 

 R, L, C, Co 
1Ω, 0.01H, 2mF, 

2mF 

BESS Type Lithium-ion 

 Rate power 30KW 

 Rate Voltage 500V 

 Rating 65Ah 

 Battery converter 2500Hz 
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Time (s) 

Figure 9. Input wind speed variation. 

 

Figure 10. The simulated DC micro-grid. 

5. Simulation Results 

Mode. 4. 1 Micro - grid DC converter mode network 

connectivity (Grid): micro- grid DC in various situations 

against the sudden tensions in or out of any of these 

resources has been studied in which both wind turbine and 

photovoltaic systems were connected to the grid for 0.5 and 1 

sec respectively the results have been shown in the figure 

below: 
 

Time (s) 

Figure 11. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 
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Time (s) 

Figure 12. SOC, battery voltage and current. 

Mode 4.2 DC micro-grid including wind turbine, 

photovoltaic systems and battery storage will be connected to 

grid at the 1.1sec. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 13. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 14. SOC, battery voltage and current. 

Mode 4.3 micro-grid DC, Island mode: 

Mode 4.3.1. In this mode battery storage system will be 

connected to the micro-grid permanently and as in mode 4.2 

which mentioned above again wind turbine and photovoltaic 

systems being connected to micro-grid as island. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 15. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 16. SOC battery voltage and current. 

Mode4.3.2 the battery storage system will be excluded 

from the micro-grid system permanently then both wind 

turbine and photovoltaic systems will be connected to micro-

grid at 0.5 & 1 sec s respectively. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 17. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

Mode4.4 in this mode battery reconnected to the micro-

grid at 1.1 sec, but this time wind turbine will be bypassed 

from the micro-grid at 0.5 sec and at the same time 

photovoltaic system being connected to micro-grid. 
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Time (s) 

Figure 18. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 19. SOC battery voltage and current. 

Mode.4.5 in this mode battery system again bypassed and 

wind turbine connected to the micro-grid from the beginning, 

wind speed changes being shown in figure 12, then 

photovoltaic system being connected to micro-grid at 0.5 sec 

and changes of sun light rate, change rate between 800 to 

1100 considered for 24 panels (6 panels 1100, 6 panels 1000, 

6 panels 900 and 6 panels 800) all in Island form. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 20. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

Mode.4.6 in this mode battery system will be connected to 

the micro-grid from the start, photovoltaic and wind speed 

changes are similar to mode 4.5, then at 0.5 sec load changes 

equal to 10kw will be applied to the micro-grid system which 

leads to  20 kw extra load, as a result  20 kw load separated  

from micro-grid at 1sec.  

 

Time (s) 

Figure 21. Power and voltage and DC current to the load. 

 

Time (s) 

Figure 22. SOC, battery voltage and current. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a Control strategy for distributed 

integration of photovoltaic and energy storage and wind 

power systems in DC micro-grid including variable loads and 

solar radiation. The requirement of maintaining constant DC 

voltage is realized, considering different operating modes in 

grid connected and islanded states the proposed control 

enables the maximum utilization of PV power during 

different operating conditions of the micro-grid and provides 

a smooth transfer between the grid connection and islanded 

mode. DC voltage levels are used as a communication link in 

order to coordinate the sources and storages in the system 

and acts as a control input for the operating mode switching 

during different operation conditions. When the system is 

network - independent, and the exploitation of natural and 

production of active power by a converter AC balance will be 

funded constant DC voltage is guaranteed. System 

simulations have been carried out in order to validate the 

proposed control methods for the distributed integration of 

PV and energy storage and wind power in a DC micro-grid 

and the results show the reasonable operation of the micro-

grid during various disturbances. 
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